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"Left 2 degrees. Okay, now right 1 degree. Hold it right there. Lower the grabs." 

Elise carefully moved across the large pieces of rubble, guiding the grabs as she did so. Kat was
playing out the cable from inside Thunderbird Two and Virgil was holding the transporter steady.
Communicating through her visor and earpiece Elise was able to contact both Kat and Virgil at the
same time. 

"Grabs secure!" Elise relayed back to TB2. 

"F-A-B" Virgil replied as the grabs started to pull another large piece of debris off the pile. It was
slow going, to say the least, as most of what they were removing were the solid slabs of concrete
that had been the outer walls of the building.

With the debris secure in the grabs, Virgil veered off towards the dumping area. Looking around
her as she waited for Thunderbird Two's return, Elise took in the total devastation. Bad weather
was one thing, but this mess resembled something from a war zone. 

"Damn, what a mess!" she muttered to herself. 

"You can say that again," Gordon replied in her earpiece. He wasn't too far away from her and she
turned to see him shaking his head in disbelief. The roar of Thunderbird Two returning from
dropping the load of debris turned her attention back to the task at hand. Kat started lowering the
cable again, faster than she had previously been doing. 

"Hey! Slow it down, MGM!" Elise yelled. 

"Sorry, Frankie." Kat slowed the line down and then continued feeding it. 

"You okay, MGM?" Virgil asked from the cockpit. He'd heard Elise yell and hated not being able to
see what was directly underneath him. 

"Yes, I'm okay," came the frustrated reply. Elise's yell had stung her a little, but she tried not to
show it. 

Down below, Elise let out a frustrated breath of her own. Guiding the grabs into place one more,
she announced, "Grabs secure! Pull up!" 

"F-A-B" both Kat and Virgil replied this time. 

As she watched the huge slab of debris rise, Virgil called her, "Frankie? Are you okay down
there?" 
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"Yeah. It's slow going though. I'll be glad when we can finally reach those people." 

"Me too." He sighed and turned his 'Bird away towards the dumping area again.
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